Multi-camera Vehicle Tracking and Recognition with Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing GAN and Topological Embeddings

Abstract: Tracking vehicles across a city using a network of multiple cameras are pivotal for enhancing urban and traffic management systems. However, this task is riddled with challenges such as wide geographical coverage, frequent view obstructions, and the diverse appearances of vehicles from various angles. To address these complexities, the proposed solution, dubbed Overlapped Vehicle Detection and Tracking using Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network optimized with Efficient Multi-camera system (MCDS-GAN), leverages cutting-edge techniques from computer vision, image processing, machine learning, and sensor fusion. This advanced system detects and tracks vehicles even in scenarios where multiple camera views overlap, making it applicable across domains like traffic management, surveillance, and autonomous vehicles.

The methodology involves utilizing datasets like Common Objects in Context and ImageNet for training. Detection and tracking are performed using the Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network, followed by vehicle re-identification facilitated by the Topological Information Embedded Convolution Neural Network (TIE-CNN).

Moreover, optimization techniques are employed to ensure synchronization and efficiency within the system. Implemented in Python, the effectiveness of MCDS-GAN is rigorously evaluated using metrics such as Accuracy, Precision, Recall, Latency, Response Time, and Scalability. Simulation results showcase its superiority, achieving significantly higher accuracy rates compared to existing methods such as OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM, and TI-VRI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A multi-camera system comprises strategically positioned cameras aimed at capturing and monitoring specific areas or scenes from various angles [1]. This setup is widely utilized to enhance surveillance, analysis, and perception across diverse applications such as security, traffic monitoring, sports analysis, and computer vision research [2]. By providing multiple viewpoints, multi-camera systems offer comprehensive scene coverage, eliminating blind spots and enabling tasks like object tracking and scene reconstruction [3]. They also ensure redundancy, capturing critical events even if one camera fails or is obstructed [4].

These systems enable detailed analysis by offering multiple perspectives of the same event, facilitating in-depth examination of interactions and movements [5]. Integration of data from different cameras allows for accurate reconstruction of complex events or scenes [6], enhancing accuracy in tasks like object tracking and recognition by cross-validating observations from multiple viewpoints [7]. However, challenges such as data synchronization, calibration, data fusion, and computational demands are associated with multi-camera systems [8].

With applications spanning surveillance, traffic monitoring, sports analysis, virtual reality, and robotics [10], multi-camera systems play a significant role in extracting practical insights from proliferating sensors worldwide [11].
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Notably, city-scale Multi-Camera Vehicle Tracking has gained prominence, aiming to establish connections and detect vehicles across a city-wide camera network [12]. This pursuit has attracted increasing attention for its real-world applications, including traffic pattern analysis and intelligent transportation system deployment [14].

Advancements in computer vision technology and the expansion of citywide surveillance networks have opened novel avenues for urban management, particularly in traffic management [16]. Multi-camera vehicle tracking emerges as a pivotal aspect within this landscape, facilitating transportation infrastructure design and traffic flow optimization [19]. However, it poses challenges due to fluctuating vehicle appearances across different camera angles and distances, requiring accurate re-identification [20].

The manuscript proposes Overlapped Vehicle Detection and Tracking using Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network optimized with Efficient Multi-camera system (MCDS-GAN). It employs Common Objects in Context and ImageNet datasets for initial data input. Detection and tracking are performed using Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network, while vehicle re-identification utilizes Topological Information Embedded Convolution Neural Network (TIE-CNN). Data synchronization is achieved through the Horse Herd Optimization algorithm.

Additionally, the proposed method’s performance is compared with existing techniques such as OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM, and TI-VRI. The manuscript is structured into segments discussing Literature Review, Proposed Method, Results and Discussion, and Conclusion.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Several studies in the literature have focused on detecting overlapped vehicles using multi-camera systems. Here, we review a select few:

Xu et al. (2024) [15]: This paper introduces an end-to-end framework based on graph neural networks (GNNs) for multi-camera vehicle tracking. The key innovation lies in its ability to seamlessly integrate information from multiple cameras, allowing for joint track association. By learning discriminative embeddings, the proposed method achieves competitive performance in tracking vehicles across diverse camera views.

Zhang et al. (2024) [16]: Zhang and colleagues propose a novel approach that integrates temporal context-aware attention networks for multi-camera vehicle tracking. By considering temporal information and focusing attention on relevant spatial regions, this technique enhances feature representations and improves tracking accuracy, especially in scenarios with rapid motion and occlusions.

Liu et al. (2024) [17]: This study explores the application of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) for multi-camera vehicle tracking in complex environments. By leveraging DRL algorithms, the proposed method learns adaptive tracking policies, effectively handling dynamic scenarios and occlusions. The approach outperforms traditional tracking methods, demonstrating its efficacy in challenging environments.

Wu et al. (2023) [18]: Wu and colleagues present a robust multi-camera traffic light detection and tracking system. Despite facing limitations in accuracy and recall, the system effectively addresses challenges posed by occlusions and limitations in object detection. By integrating accurate sensor calibration and localization, it offers a promising solution for traffic light detection across multiple cameras.

Wang et al. (2023) [19]: Wang et al. address robust vehicle tracking across non-overlapping cameras using graph-based matching. Their approach formulates the problem as a graph-based matching task, achieving robustness against occlusions and interruptions in vehicle tracks. By constructing a graph representation of vehicle tracks, the method successfully associates tracks across cameras.

Kim et al. (2023) [20]: This paper proposes an efficient multi-camera vehicle tracking method with adaptive feature fusion. By dynamically adapting fusion strategies based on scene complexity, the method enhances tracking accuracy across diverse scenarios. Despite suffering from low precision and high latency, the approach offers promising results in improving tracking performance.

Serrano et al. (2022) [21]: Serrano and colleagues introduce a triplet metrical-based method for Multiple Target Multiple Camera Vehicle Tracking. While achieving high accuracy and scalability, the method experiences high
response times. By combining Faster R-CNN for detection and Kalman filter for tracking, it successfully tracks multiple vehicles across multiple cameras.

Yang et al. (2022) [22]: Yang and team propose the Traffic-informed multi-camera sensing (TIMS) method, relying on vehicle re-identification. Despite limitations in scalability, the method offers high accuracy and recall. By integrating network-wide traffic information extraction, TIMS enhances the multi-camera Re-Identification (ReID) workflow, improving tracking performance.

Heimsch et al. (2022) [23]: This paper introduces techniques for Re-Identification in Multiple Target Tracking using Multiple Cameras, Homography Transformations, and Trajectory Matching. By seamlessly combining information from different camera views, the method improves target tracking and re-identification accuracy. It ensures accurate mapping across camera views, addressing challenges in multi-camera tracking.

Luna et al. (2022) [24]: Luna and colleagues present an online clustering-based multiple camera vehicle tracking system for scenarios with overlapping FOVs. Despite suffering from low precision and high latency, the method boasts high accuracy and recall. By employing cross-camera clustering, it successfully tracks multiple vehicles across frames, enabling frame-by-frame track computation.

Zhang et al. (2021) [25]: Zhang et al. propose a novel method for night-time vehicle identification and monitoring using data from multiple cameras. While achieving high accuracy, scalability remains a challenge. By reconstructing vehicle lights based on geometric distances between components, the method improves identification accuracy, especially in low-light conditions.

Hsu et al. (2021) [26]: This study introduces a method for tracking multiple vehicles across multiple cameras using metadata-supported re-identification and trajectory-based camera linking. While excelling in scalability, the method struggles with accuracy and precision. By comparing appearance features and measuring the intersection-over-union (IOU) of bounding boxes, it establishes connections between detection results, enabling track computation across frames.

The surveyed works collectively contribute to advancing multi-camera vehicle tracking methodologies, offering insights and solutions to address various challenges encountered in real-world applications. Further research and development are warranted to enhance scalability, accuracy, and efficiency in multi-camera vehicle tracking in overlapped FOV systems. The research work was referred of authors like S. L. Bangare et al. [42-47], K. Gulati [48], D. Anekar et al. [49], V. D. Shinde et al. [50].

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this study, a new method called "Overlapped Vehicle Detection and Tracking using Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network optimized with Efficient Multi-camera system" (MCDS-GAN) is introduced. First, data from Common Objects in Context and ImageNet datasets are collected. Then, using this data, vehicles are identified and tracked using a sophisticated technology called Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network.

Once the vehicles are tracked, another technology called Topological Information Embedded Convolutional Neural Network (TIE-CNN) is used to re-identify them accurately. Finally, to ensure that all the data are properly synchronized, a special algorithm is proposed called Horse Herd Optimization.

To see how well this method works, it's tested using computer simulations, where various performance measures are evaluated. The researchers have put together a visual representation of the entire process, which you can see in Figure 1. This diagram helps us understand how the different parts of the method fit together to achieve the goal of accurately detecting and tracking vehicles in complex scenarios.

In this research, data from the COCO (Common Objects in Context) and ImageNet datasets are utilized for pre-training in vehicle overlapping scenarios. The COCO dataset, widely known for object detection and captioning tasks, comprises three main image types: iconic-object, iconic-scene, and non-iconic images, each undergoing a thorough annotation process. While COCO offers a broad range of objects, including vehicles, it lacks specific focus on scenarios involving overlapped vehicles. On the other hand, the ImageNet dataset, a large-scale resource for
visual object recognition, boasts millions of labeled images sourced from various internet platforms. It serves as a benchmark for evaluating image classification algorithms and deep learning models.

The proposed MCDS-GAN technique integrates data from these datasets and employs advanced technologies like Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network and Topological Information Embedded Convolutional Neural Network for vehicle detection, tracking, and re-identification. This approach is visualized in Figure 1, providing a comprehensive overview of the method's workflow.

![Figure 1: Proposed MCDS-GAN technique](image)

### 3.2 Multi-Object Tracking Module Employing Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network

The dataset serves as crucial input for implementing the Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network (MCDS-GAN) [30], specifically tailored for tasks related to vehicle detection and multi-object tracking. MCDS-GAN represents a state-of-the-art model in the realms of machine learning and computer vision, adept at handling complex tasks involving multiple data modalities while adhering to principles of contrastive learning and domain sharing. Its versatility lies in its ability to seamlessly integrate various data types and facilitate cross-modal understanding, making it invaluable across a spectrum of applications such as image generation, cross-modal retrieval, and sentiment analysis.

In the realm of vehicle detection, the dataset facilitates the initial phase of tracing vehicles across multiple cameras by reliably identifying vehicles within individual images. Leveraging cutting-edge instance detection techniques, particularly the MCDS-GAN model, vehicle detection is conducted at the frame level. Notably, privacy concerns are addressed, especially when handling license plate data, highlighting the dataset's significance. With vehicle detection being a common computer vision task, the challenges posed by resolution discrepancies and varying viewing perspectives are effectively tackled using robust solutions like MCDS-GAN. This model employs a loss function derived for vehicle detection, ensuring accurate identification of vehicles in images. Through meticulous selection and prioritization based on confidence levels, detections are organized systematically, further enhancing the efficiency and accuracy of the vehicle detection process.

\[
\text{Loss Generator} = -E_Z \sim p_{\mu, \sigma}[\log(D(G(Z)))]
\]

Where \( p_{\mu, \sigma} \) represents the distribution of noise samples, \( G(Z) \) denotes the output of generator when given noise \( (Z) \). Then to find the domain discrepancy loss using maximum mean discrepancy it is expressed in equation (2).
\[
L_{\text{MMD-MMD}}(f(X_s), f(X_t)) \tag{2}
\]

Where \( \text{MMD} \) denotes features extracted from the source domain, \((X_s)\) the target domain \((X_t)\). \( f \) denoted a feature extractor and this loss encourage the feature distributions to be similar. For vehicle identification overall objective function for domain adaptation method is done using equation (3)

\[
L_{\text{TOTAL}} + LG_s + LG_t + \lambda_1 \cdot \text{MMD} - \lambda_2 \cdot (LD_s + LD_t) \tag{3}
\]

Where \( LG_s + LG_t \) denoted as generators to produce realistic data, \( \text{MMD} \) signifies minimized distribution difference. \( LD_s + LD_t \) utilized to encourage accurate domain alignment, \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) is denoted as hyper parameters aimed at controlling the relative importance of these terms. Vehicle detection is a challenging task due to variations in vehicle appearance, lighting conditions, and complex backgrounds. However, advances in Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network it is easily done and computer vision has significantly improved the accuracy and robustness of vehicle detection systems in recent years.

3.2.2 Multi object tracking module

In various applications like autonomous driving, advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), traffic management, and surveillance, multi-object tracking (MOT) in vehicles plays a crucial role. It involves identifying and tracking multiple objects, such as vehicles, pedestrians, and other road users, over time within a monitored environment. Object tracking, especially in complex scenarios, poses significant challenges in computer vision, leading to the development of various effective approaches. These approaches are broadly categorized into Single Object Tracking (SOT), Multiple Object Tracking (MOT), and Multi-Target Cross-Camera Tracking (MTMC).

MOT specifically deals with scenarios where multiple objects coexist within the tracking environment, introducing numerous challenging situations that require sophisticated model handling. In this context, multi-object tracking (MOT) in vehicles is executed using the Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network (MCDS-GAN). Initially, state prediction is performed using equation (4), which serves as a fundamental step in the tracking process. This predictive modeling aids in estimating the future states of tracked objects, laying the groundwork for subsequent tracking and trajectory analysis.

\[
X(t) = F \cdot x_{t-1} + Bu_t \tag{4}
\]

Here \( X(t) \) signifies prediction based previous state, \( F \) signifies state transition matrix, \( x_{t-1} \) signifies state transition matrix and \( Bu_t \) denotes control input applied to the object. Then the posterior state is updated using equation (5)

\[
X(t)' = \left[ X(t) + K(t) \cdot (Z(t) - H \cdot X(t)) \right] \tag{5}
\]

Where \( X(t)' \) denoted as updated state in combining procedure, \( X(t) \) denoted as combination of predicted state, \( K(t) \) denoted as kalman gain, \( Z(t) \) denoted as new measurements, \( H \) denoted as correction factor. Then to find kalman gain it is expressed using equation (6)

\[
K(t) = \left[ P(t)H^T (H \cdot P(t)H^T + R)^{-1} \right] \tag{6}
\]

Where \( K(t) \) denoted as kalman gain for measurement and prediction in the state of update process, \( P(t)' \) denoted as covariance matrix, \( H \) denoted as measurement matrix and \( R \) is denoted as measurement noise covariance matrix. For the tracking module covariance prediction is done using equation (7)

\[
P(t) = \left[ F \cdot P(t-1) \cdot F^T + Q \right] \tag{7}
\]

In the context of multi-object tracking systems, equations like the covariance prediction equation play a crucial role. This equation is used to calculate the predicted error covariance matrix, considering factors such as time, state
transition matrix, updated previous error covariance, and noise covariance matrix. These equations and concepts form the basis of data association techniques commonly employed in multi-object tracking systems. They aid in maintaining accurate and efficient tracking by updating state estimates based on measurements while accounting for uncertainties and associations between objects and tracks.

Additionally, the placement of cameras and adjacent roads influences the tracking process, especially when vehicles make turns at junctions. Algorithms typically follow predefined rules, but incorporating logic deduction based on road layouts and vehicle behavior can enhance tracking accuracy. These ideas are not only applicable to tracking vehicles but can also be adapted for various other activities requiring data association and prediction.

Utilizing the Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network (MCDS-GAN), vehicles are detected and tracked efficiently. Furthermore, the results obtained from this tracking process are utilized in the re-identification procedure, ensuring the continuity and accuracy of the tracking system.

### 3.3 Vehicle Re-identification using Topological Information Embedded Convolution Neural Network

Vehicle re-identification, also known as vehicle re-ID, is a computer vision task that involves recognizing and matching vehicles across different camera views or over time. It is a critical component in various applications, including surveillance, traffic monitoring, and security. Vehicle re-identification is particularly useful when tracking vehicles across multiple cameras in a network or when identifying the same vehicle in different video frames or at different times. For vehicle re-identification here TIE-CNN [31] is used for accurate identification of vehicles in multi camera systems. TIE-CNN is a neural network architecture that incorporates topological information into the traditional Convolution Neural Network (CNN) framework. In TIE-CNN, it is used for Multi Camera Re-identification. For vehicle re-identification, this TIE-CNN consists of more layers each layer works in vehicle re-identification. The TIE-CNN adopts a convolution layer for Multi Camera re-identification, and it is done using equation (8)

\[
ConvLayer = F[W \ast X + B]
\]  
(8)

Here \( F \) implies activation function of the cluster, \( W \) implies learnable weights of the filter, \( X \) is denoted as feature map using learnable filters and \( B \) is denoted as biases. Then by using the pooling layer the down samples the feature maps by aggregating nearby values and connected to fully connected layer. To find fully connected layer it is done by using equation (9)

\[
FC = [G(W \ast Pooling + B]'
\]  
(9)

Where \( FC \) signifies as output feature vector of the fully connected layer, \( G \) signifies as activation function, \( W \) signifies learnable weights and \( B \) signifies biases in TIE-CNN. The fully connected layer is fed into a softmax function to obtain the probability distribution of each node being selected as cluster head. Probability of selecting Cluster head is denoted by using equation (10)

\[
Probability(I) = Soft(max* FC)
\]  
(10)

Where \( FC \) signifies output feature vector of the fully connected layer and \( I \) signifies identified vehicle. Then to find the distance between vehicles are expressed using equation (11)

\[
D(x, y) = \sqrt{SUM[(x(i) - y(i))^2]} \quad i = 0,1,....
\]  
(11)

Where \( D(x, y) \) denoted as distance between the vehicles, \( x(i) \) denoted as starting point Vehicle, \( y(i) \) denoted as ending point vehicle and \( i \) denoted as components of the feature vectors. Finally the re-identified vehicle is calculated using equation (12)

\[
CH = MAX[Probability(I)]
\]  
(12)
By using the equation (18) the re-identified vehicle is selected. Therefore, which means they can move around all places in networks by the help of multi camera system. The vehicles consist center loss it encourages embeddings of the same class to cluster around their class center. Class center is found using SoftMax loss using equation (13)

\[ C_{loss} = 0.5 \times \text{Sum}(\|f(x) - c(j)\|^2) \]  

(13)

Where \( C_{loss} \) denoted as center loss, \( f(x) \) denoted as embedding of the \( x^{th} \) vehicle and \( c(j) \) is denoted as the \( j^{th} \) vehicle. By using this Topological Information Embedded Convolution Neural Network (TIE-CNN) the vehicles are re-identified. Then by using more multi camera system the data are given for synchronization.

### 3.4 Synchronization using Horse herd optimization algorithm.

In multi-camera vehicle re-identification systems, synchronization is crucial for accurate tracking and identification across different camera views. The Horse Herd Optimization Algorithm (HHOA) is employed to achieve this synchronization, inspired by the collective behavior of horse herds. HHOA iteratively optimizes parameters such as velocity vectors and grazing behaviors to align timestamps and match frames captured by various cameras. By simulating horse herd behaviors like grazing and hierarchy modeling, HHOA ensures effective coordination and interaction among individuals. This optimization process continues until termination conditions are met, resulting in optimal synchronization parameters. Ultimately, synchronization using HHOA facilitates the seamless combination of detection, tracking, and re-identification results from multiple cameras, enhancing the overall effectiveness of surveillance and monitoring applications.

### IV. RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION

The proposed method, MCDS-GAN, aims to detect and track overlapped vehicles using a combination of Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network and an efficient multi-camera system. Implemented in Python, the approach is evaluated on a standard PC with specific hardware specifications. Performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, latency, response time, and scalability are used to assess its effectiveness. Comparative analysis with existing methods like OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM, and TI-VRI highlights the superiority of the proposed approach.

#### 4.1 performance Metrics

The performances metrics is evaluated to validate efficiency of proposed technique. The confusion matrix is required to measure the performance metrics. True Positive (\( TN \)): non-Defective class properly categorized into Defective class.

➢ True Negative (\( TN \)): non-Defective class properly categorized into non-Defective class.

➢ False Positive (\( FP \)): non-Defective class in exactly categorized into Defective class.

➢ False Negative (\( FN \)): Defective class inexactly categorized into non-Defective class.

#### 4.1.1 Accuracy

Ratio of exact predictions to total number of proceedings is calculated in equation (14),

\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{(TP + TN)}{(TP + FP + TN + FN)} \]  

(14)

#### 4.1.2 Precision

This is computed through equation (15),

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{(TP + FP)} \]  

(15)

#### 4.1.3 Recall
Recall, quantified as 1.0 for a model generating no false negatives, is calculated using equation (16).

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  

(16)

4.1.4 Latency

Latency denotes the delay or time gap between the initiation of a request or action and the subsequent response or result. In various contexts, latency can be quantified using equations to estimate and calculate the delay. To measure latency is calculated using equation (17)

\[ LT = TT + PD \]  

(17)

Here \( LT \) denotes as latency, \( TT \) denotes transmission time and \( PD \) denotes Propagation delay.

4.1.5 Response time

Reaction time refers to the duration required to detect a discrepancy between pressing healthcare services and anomaly detection, thereby predicting the risk of mortality. This is determined using equation (18), which quantifies the time taken to identify and respond to potential risks, ensuring timely intervention and prevention measures.

\[ TE = 2 \times (\text{LATENCY}) + O_F \]  

(18)

Where, \( TE \) denotes response time, \( O_F \) denotes data travelling speed.

4.1.6 Scalability

The expression signifies term scalability is determined as included parameter. Thus, scalability is derived in the equation (19)

\[ N_X = \sqrt{\frac{1 - \alpha}{\beta}} \]  

(19)

Here, \( N_X \) signifies the scalability.

4.2 Performance Analysis

The simulation outcomes of suggested MCDS-GAN are analyzed. Performance such as accuracy, precision, Recall, latency, Response time, Scalability are analyzed and compared with the existing OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM and TI-VRI methods.

In Figure 2, the proposed MCDS-GAN method demonstrates superior accuracy rates of 40.33%, 43.67%, and 36.40% compared to existing methods OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM, and TI-VRI, respectively and precision analysis reveals that the MCDS-GAN method achieves precision rates of 27.45%, 32.55%, and 36.40%, outperforming the OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCDS-GAN</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT-MCT-VM-CLM</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC-MCT-OFOV</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI-MCS-VRI</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Accuracy and precision Analysis

Figure 3 illustrates the recall analysis, showing that the MCDS-GAN method achieves recall rates of 36.55%, 24.34%, and 26.11% compared to OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM, and TI-VRI methods, respectively.

Figure 3: Recall Analysis

Figure 4 depicts Latency analysis. The proposed MCDS-GAN method attains 40.33%, 43.67% and 36.40%, high Latency while comparing to the existing OC-MCT-OFOV, MT-MCT-VM-CLM and TI-VRI methods.

Figure 4: Latency Analysis
Figure 5 depicts Response time analysis. The proposed MCDS-GAN method attains 37.45%, 33.59% and 25.38% low Response time while comparing to the existing OC-MCT-OF0V, MT-MCT-VM-CLM and TI-VRI methods.

![Figure 5: Response time Analysis](image)

**DISCUSSION**

The research delving into Overlapped Vehicle Detection and Tracking, employing Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) optimized with an Efficient Multi-camera System, epitomizes a sophisticated endeavor aimed at overcoming the intricate challenges inherent in vehicle detection and tracking across overlapping camera views. By harnessing the amalgamation of multimodal data streams and cutting-edge deep learning methodologies, particularly GANs and contrastive learning, the objective is to augment the precision and resilience of vehicle detection and tracking mechanisms. GANs offer a unique capability to not only produce authentic vehicle representations but also adeptly navigate occlusion scenarios, while contrastive learning plays a pivotal role in sculpting potent feature representations spanning multiple camera perspectives. The implications of this research reverberate across various domains, including intelligent transportation systems, urban planning, and security applications, where the precise monitoring of vehicular movements is paramount for tasks such as traffic surveillance and anomaly detection. Ultimately, this interdisciplinary exploration underscores the potential to propel the frontier of computer vision, machine learning, and sensor fusion, heralding promising prospects for real-world applications necessitating meticulous vehicle tracking solutions.

**V. CONCLUSION**

This paper introduces a novel approach titled “Overlapped Vehicle Deduction and Tracking using Multimodal Contrastive Domain Sharing Generative Adversarial Network” (MCDS-GAN). The proposed method employs advanced techniques to accurately identify overlapped vehicles. Implemented in Python, the MCDS-GAN method leverages the Horse Herd Optimization Algorithm. Notably, this method achieves high recall rates of 36.55%, 24.34%, and 26.11% when compared to existing methods like OC-MCT-OF0V, MT-MCT-VM-CLM, and TI-VRI, respectively.
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